1981 honda passport

The Honda C70 is a 4-stroke 72 cc OHC street motorcycle manufactured by Honda between and
, which replaced the similar C65 model. The C70 was the elder brother of Cub C50 , with more
power, same cheap economical ride and reliability. Later US versions were called Honda
Passport. First models had 6 volt electrics, in 12volt electrics and CDI ignition were introduced
to further improve the reliability of the engine, and to ease servicing. It had a step-through
moped like design similar to most other motorcycles in the Cub series. From CycleChaos.
Honda C70 Manufacturer Honda. Categories : Moped motorcycles Honda motorcycles s
motorcycles s motorcycles Street motorcycles 70cc displacement motorcycles 70cc 4-stroke
motorcycles Single cylinder motorcycles Single cylinder 4-stroke motorcycles 4-stroke
motorcycles Honda Cub motorcycles. Namespaces Page Discussion. Views Read Edit View
history. This page was last edited on 23 November , at Gear box: 4-speed Final Drive: chain
Clutch: wet plate. Chain: x Front: expanding brake drum brake Rear: expanding brake drum
brake. Honda GN4 10W Service Manual. You can edit the text in this area, and change where the
contact form on the right submits to, by entering edit mode using the modes on the bottom
right. This is what the machine was intended for. A short jaunt of 12 miles total to head into
town and stop at a few places, pick up a few small things, and get back. No issues other than
top speed. With a lighter pilot aboard, 50mph is probably possible. In this case, more like
40mph. That is barely adequate for a few stretches and not good for any extended uphill
segments! A recent trek with the Sachs Suburban was a slow motion adventure where the
Honda was along to ensure that all went well. It did, and the C70 was a pleasure to ride at very
slow speeds or medium speeds. It is nice to feel likje the machine is bulletproof again, after the
fueling issues which were no fault of the bike. Back in May, the C70 left me stranded about 3
miles from the garage. It just gradually lost power. After cooling down for a while it started right
up, but then quickly deteriorated again. After diagnostics back at HQ, I suspected the coil. It was
harder to find than it should have been, and then had to be modified slightly by drilling out
some rivets to get mounted. With everything back together, the machine started and ran ok on
the first concentric circle around the block. Since the issue was after running for a while, I tried
the 5 mile circle. I took along tools and a fully charged cell phone. All was fine. Next step, a new
air filter, and some extended running This was what this machine was made for. A trip that was
6. This was the maiden voyage since full reassembly, and I discovered a few things. First, there
is not a lot of power in any gear, so you need to ride using momentum. Second, the machine is
hard pressed to get above 40 mph with this pilot aboard. I swear that I went faster all the time on
a Honda 50, but then I was half this weight. Third, it draws attention. College kids and old timers
alike think it is kind of cool. Fourth, the rear shocks are shot. A few things to work on, but you
really do meet the nicest people on a Honda With the garage finally getting above freezing, the
few items needed for the C70 seemed like a good way to get back in the swing of things. First a
simple blown bulb. Once common dual filament 6v bulbs are now available only via mail order. I
ordered a half dozen before the supply dries up. Instant tail light. Next up a mirror. The tap and
die set came out to turn the pass through into a threaded passage for one of many mirror stalks
laying around. Last, the headlight bucket needed a cleaning of a few connections and
replacement of the headlight. The Holidays provided some quality wrenching time, and the C70
motor is back together. Valve timing is spot on, and ignition timing set. It fired on the second
kick! And, it idles perfectly. A few throttle adjustments, some inline fuel filters, and the machine
is back in business. A trip to a local Japanese salvage yard produces a hard to find fairing, with
a few blemishes and a crack along one seam, but it matches the rest of the machine. A new seat
cover was found online. It looks almost too nice, but I'll live. This thing now looks and runs like
the rider that it is. A few electrical gremlins to sort out yet, and still no electric start, but real
progress. A few hours is all it takes to remove the head, reset the cam timing, and then set the
valves. Meanwhile, the new throttle cable is installed, the flasher relay is replaced, and the
battery is charged. The clutch seems to be in fairly good shape upon examination. The gas tank
gets cleaned and the non-reserve spout gets unclogged. This can not be called a true discovery
phase as I might normally call it, because I already knew just how bad this machine was. No
carburetor, missing battery, a disintegrated seat cover and foam, unknown electrical, etc. There
were three positives; the motor turned freely, the miles were super low, and so was the price.
Perhaps there is a fourth positive; Honda made 4 gazillion of these, and parts are plentiful and
cheap The first motorcycle I ever rode was a Honda 50 step-through. It was the first Passport,
and arguably the most important machine of the 20th Century. The quest for a cheap bike to run
around Limerock, Mid-Ohio, etc had been going on for some years. Craigslist is great for this
kind of machine. Cheap, cosmetically challenged, possibly not running. This C70 was all of
those things. The seat had no cover left, the carb was not on the bike, there was speaker wire
connecting things, no leg fairing. Bad news, but this holds the record for being the most
produced machine in the world. I should be able to find parts USA info classicvelocity. Classic
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unsubscribe. Make Honda. It is in immaculate condition. Perfect for any collection or to ride and
enjoy. This C70 has only miles. It is completely original. The tires are the original tires. They do
have rot so if one was to ride this bike the tires would need to be changed. The seat is in perfect
condition. The only visible mark is on the right side of the fairing. It has a couple small scrapes
seen in the pictures. It kick starts on the first kick every time and goes through all the gears.
Since it has been sitting awhile the electric starter is not working at this time. The more it is
ridden it seems to freeing up the starter. It comes with the original tool kit. Clean Pennsylvania
title. The battery is good. All the lights and horn work. If you have any questions or would like to
view this bike please call I do all viewings by appointment only. I do not finance. All bikes sold
AS-IS. Full inventory at teppers. View on YouTube. Have title in hand. Please only phone calls!
No brokers or help needed to sell! No emails! Call Chris Model C70 Passport. Everything else is
stock except for accessories. Honda C70 Passport Deluxe, this bike is for parts or a small
project bike. This c70 has been sitting many years, only has miles. Please see photos for
condition. Please feel free to ask any questions. This is for local pick up on but may be willing
to meet or even deliver, depending on location. Posting will be deleted when sold- Thank you
Laurie. Model Passport. This classic bike falls right between a scooter and a motorcycle. It is
manual but does not use a clutch to shift gears, this makes getting around very easy. Just had it
in the shop at Sportique Scooters to get it all tuned up and ready to ride. A little wear in the
paint from age and a small crack in the leg shield but other than that this bike is great. Runs
strong, ride it home today! Tops out around 45 mph but you can get it up to 55 on a good
downhill. Clean Colorado title. Price firm, cash only, no trades and do not need help selling! I
can coordinate, you pay. Returns: All sales finalPayment: Paypal or bank transfer. Last week i
drained the tank,cleaned the plug, added acid to the battery and topped off the oil and it started
right up. I rode it a couple of miles, it ran rough but went through the gears surprisingly quite
well. This bike definitely needs some TLC but would make an easy inexpensive flip or great
summer rider. Seat is decent with no holes or rips, front fender and leg shield are broken and
need replaced, headlight,speedometer, gauge lights all work, electric starter doesn't, carb and
fuel valve need cleaned etc. This bike comes with clean Ohio title, shinny new chrome exhaust,
tool kit and owners manual. Up for auction is a very nice c 70 honda passport motorcycle. This
bike has only miles. I just bought this from the original owner owner with a clear title. The paint
and leather seats are in excellent condition. All lights, blinkers, horn, brake lights and high and
low beams work properly. All dash lights works also. This is a very nice bike for the money. You
can contact me at with any questions or just e-mail me through ebay. It's a super nice barn find

that I've held onto for about a year and a half. It's truly one of a kind with original miles, original
seat with passenger grab strap, new tires, new battery, and everything works. It's been sitting
for a bit, but does eventually start up. Could probably greatly benefit a tune up but don't worry, I
know an amazing mechanic for you if you're local. The chrome has a little bit of pitting and the
paint is original but has a few scratches. There's a little bit of yellowing on the plastic, but
otherwise looks pretty good. The title is clear, the bike has been in no accidents, it comes with
the original tool bag and 2 manuals. The bike is currently uninsured and the registration expired
in July I love this bike, it's super fun on the city streets, but I need something with more power.
Thousand Oaks, CA. Bayfield, CO. Port Jefferson Station, NY. Ridgefield, WA. Rock Springs,
WY. Mill Valley, CA. Laguna Niguel, CA. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles
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No Emails. Submit Cancel. Make Honda. Model Passport. It is a 2-person, three speed
automatic. Started in , currently not running. Tires, seat, paint and body are in excellent
condition. Never wrecked. One owner. This classic bike falls right between a scooter and a
motorcycle. It is manual but does not use a clutch to shift gears, this makes getting around very
easy. Just had it in the shop at Sportique Scooters to get it all tuned up and ready to ride. A little
wear in the paint from age and a small crack in the leg shield but other than that this bike is
great. Runs strong, ride it home today! Tops out around 45 mph but you can get it up to 55 on a
good downhill. Clean Colorado title. Price firm, cash only, no trades and do not need help
selling! For sale is a very nice Honda Passport Deluxe With only miles on it! Starts and run
great! This was purchased brand new by my mother in law and used two or three times each
summer and parked in the garage when not in use. She would have it serviced yearly at the
Honda dealer. I have original paper work,tool kit and title. It is in immaculate condition. Perfect
for any collection or to ride and enjoy. This C70 has only miles. It is completely original. The
tires are the original tires. They do have rot so if one was to ride this bike the tires would need
to be changed. The seat is in perfect condition. The only visible mark is on the right side of the
fairing. It has a couple small scrapes seen in the pictures. It kick starts on the first kick every
time and goes through all the gears. Since it has been sitting awhile the electric starter is not
working at this time. The more it is ridden it seems to freeing up the starter. It comes with the
original tool kit. Clean Pennsylvania title. The battery is good. All the lights and horn work. If
you have any questions or would like to view this bike please call I do all viewings by
appointment only. I do not finance. All bikes sold AS-IS. Full inventory at teppers. View on
YouTube. This vintage Honda Passport has been restored and is in outstanding condition. It
also has a clean title with just over original miles! Carburetor fully rebuilt? Low miles, bought
from original owner. Reserve tank. Electric start or kick start. Seat unblemished. Tires, brakes
good. Nice retro bike, very unique. Still factory stock with NO modifications. Have title in hand.
Please only phone calls! No brokers or help needed to sell! No emails! Call Chris Model C70
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Passport. Everything else is stock except for accessories. Bid to Buy! Have your cash in hand.
Ask all questions prior to placing bids or making offers. This sale is final with no return. This
vehicle is advertised locally and I reserve the right to end this auction early or for any reason.
Short-term storage is available until shipping can be arranged. Must be discussed prior to
purchase. PayPal will NOT be accepted for payment of balance due. Carthagena, OH. Coconut
Creek, FL. Easton, PA. Memphis, TN. Olmos Park, TX. North Fork, CA. Bucksport, ME. Alert
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